2008 prius dash

I have Toyota Prius, the instrument cluster fails intermittently. The vehicle will not shut off
without trying multiple times. When i mention this to the Toyota Service Dept they act like they
have never heard of this problem and mine is the only car doing this. The Hid headlights are
always failing, going off while driving. There was a warranty extension to 9 years with unlimited
miles, but my Prius missed that deadline by about one week. Thank you Toyota for screwing me
over. Though I think you still make better vehicles than the rest, it would be nice to show a
greater effort and stand behind your vehicles. I have three Toyotas but am not sure there will be
any more. The entire computer whose sole function is to display the speed, the odometer and
the fuel level will fail intermittently. The problem seems to occur after a warm day followed by a
cool night. The next morning, the computer will not boot up like all the other computer controls
on the Prius, although the car can still be driven, it has no speedometer and no fuel gauge. All
miles driven are not recorded until the computer suddenly boots up while driving. Intermittently,
when the computer suddenly boots while driving, lots of error lights will appear and an alarm
will sound, then the error lights go out and and the car begins to work normally again. This
problem is well known to Toyota and I have read that if pressed, Toyota may agree to replace
the computer, since they know of the problem but chose not to recall the vehicle. No dash
display, has happened three separate occasions. When this happens the engine won't turn off,
had to hold button off for five seconds. It later, magically, works. Happened in Houston during
cold weather. Taking it in tomorrow to get it checked. I expected more out of Toyota. What I got
was a new car whose tires needed to be replaced at 25K and a touch screen monitor at just
about four years. I'm going back to Honda! Forgot the electronic key in place, next morning car
didn't start. Toyota dealer said boost the battery. No avail. Towing to dealership. Have to rent a
car for 4 days. Nothing in the Toyota book about leaving a key in place Think twice before
buying a fine car When the start button on my Prius was pressed the dashboard did not light up.
The car was running though and I was able to drive. This is possibly connected with other
problems; the car engine did not turn off when the button was pressed again. After reading the
manual a few times over and finding no solution why the car would not stop running, I finally
used my computer knowledge. This will shut computer off on a deeper level. It worked. I
purchased the Prius March Over the past 11 months, at various times, when starting the car, I
have no dash display, other than on the far right hand side, where it says airbag. The whole
dash is black, so I don't know how fast I am going, cannot tell how much gas I have. Also, when
this occurs, the backup camera doesn't work. I have taken the car in several times, but the
problems will not occur when it is in the shop. In the past few months, another problem
developed. In addition to having no dash display, when turning the car off, the gas motor will
turn off, but the electrical engine will not turn off. It requires repeated backing up, and pulling
forward, and pushing the power button. The problems usually occur in the morning,when I am
unable to take the car to the shop. It is currently in the shop being worked on. I was happy to
finally be able to show them the problem, because they had acted as if I were making up the
whole thing. According to them, I am the only person to complain of these problems. I find it
hard to believe no one else has experienced this. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask
your Toyota dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 6 reports replace computer 2 reports
replaced moniter 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Find a good Toyota mechanic Read reviews of repair shops
in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint.
No dash display or back up camera. All other systems seem to be OK. Search CarComplaints.
Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. You can save this vehicle to My
Garage by simply signing in or creating a new account. Find your Toyota or Scion model so that
we can personalize your experience. Dealerships for Puerto Rico can be viewed on an external
site. Select your vehicle to find out what your warning lights are trying to tell you. Please see
your vehicle's Owner's Manual for details or scroll down to see common indicators. Have the
vehicle inspected by your Toyota dealer immediately. Immediately stop the vehicle in a safe
place and contact your Toyota dealer. Indicates that cruise control system has been activated.
Use cruise control to maintain a set speed without depressing the accelerator pedal. Indicates
low fuel level. A buzzer sounds and the warning light flashes to indicate that the master warning
system has detected a malfunction. If the front passenger's seat is occupied, the front
passenger's seat belt also needs to be fastened to make the warning light warning buzzer turn
off. The indicator light flashes after the key has been removed from the engine switch to
indicate that the system is operating. The indicator light stops flashing after the registered key
has been inserted into the engine switch to indicate that the system has been canceled.
Depending on the vehicle, a buzzer intermittent may sound to indicate that VSC is operating.
You may need to turn the system off to enable you to rock the vehicle in order to free it. If the
indicators flash faster than usual, check that a light bulb in the front or rear turn signal lights

has not burned out. Push the switch again to turn the system back on. Consult your Owners
Manual or schedule a service with a nearby dealership. Should a safety system light such as the
ABS and SRS airbag warning lights not come on when you start the hybrid system, this could
mean that these systems are not available to help protect you in an accident, which could result
in death or serious injury. Have the vehicle inspected by your Toyota dealer immediately if this
occurs. Dashboard icons are displayed in a variety of colors, depending on the system and its
status in a specific vehicle. Yellow icons indicate an item of importance such as low fuel , but
are not necessarily a warning. Red icons indicate a condition that requires immediate attention,
such as an open door or low engine oil pressure. See your vehicle's Owner's Manual for more
details. Toyota Owners. Sign in Join now. Select A Vehicle. Sign in Join now Select A Vehicle.
You're almost there. Dashboard Lights Select your vehicle to find out what your warning lights
are trying to tell you. Select Your Vehicle. Indicators are not available for this model. See
Manual. Below are some commonly found Toyota dashboard lights. Indicates a malfunction in
the EPS system. Headlight high beam indicator. Indicates that the headlight high beams have
been switched on. Indicates that the engine oil pressure is too low. Low Fuel Level Warning
Light. Refuel the vehicle. Master warning light. Seat belt reminder light. Fasten the seat belt.
Security Indicator. Vehicles without a Smart Key System: The indicator light flashes after the
key has been removed from the engine switch to indicate that the system is operating. SRS
Warning Light. Indicates a malfunction in: The SRS air bag system; The front passenger
occupant classification system; or The seat belt pretensioner system. When the light comes on:
Low tire inflation pressure such as Natural causes Flat tire Immediately stop the vehicle in a
safe place. When the light comes on after blinking for 1 minute: Malfunction in the tire pressure
warning system. Turn Signal Indicator. Indicates that the right or left turn signal has been
activated. Still have questions or concerns? Consult your Owner's Manual. Schedule Service
See Manuals. Countless reasons to join. Create an account and get the most out of your Toyota
today. Hey guys, this is going to be my first post here. I've been thinking about getting a
Dashcam for my Prius. I've been doing a couple of researching, learned how you could do the
cable management by hiding it under the headliner. Though i have some questions before
purchasing one, and would like to know any of your experiences. So my first question is, will
the dashcam drain the battery when the engine is off but the dashcam is still plugged in via the
cigarette charger? Even though, I intend to hard wire mine to the fusebox, the same question
applies. And speaking about hard wiring, I wasn't able to find any Tutorials on Youtube how to
hard wire specifically on a 2nd gen Prius. Since i'm a beginner at this, any detailed info would
help. Is there a tutorial on the forums about hardwiring on a 2nd gen Prius? Fety Junior
Member. In my , I have been using the Rexing V1 for a few weeks now and it does great after
you upgrade the firmware. I haven't hard wired it yet, but I plan to. The latest firmware has a
parking monitor feature, but the company hasn't updated their manual yet explaining how to
use it. And since it powers off when I turn off the vehicle, I haven't been able to play around with
that feature yet. I could do it on the bench, but I haven't bothered to. If this cam does well after
several months of use, I plan to get another one to use as a rear cam. They have another model
that has a rear camera but it has a horrid x resolution. No thanks, I'd rather have p. Works great
for dashcam and action camera! MrMischief Active Member. Augustus88 Junior Member. I have
both front and rear cams in my Prius. My front cam is an AC. The rear cam is a G1W-C. The C is
for capacitor, meaning that it uses a capacitor for power instead of a battery. Batteries tend to
have issues at high and low temperatures, so the capacitor resolves this. The only downside is
that the camera only has enough power to run for a few seconds when not plugged in, but most
people will not need the camera to run when the car is off anyway. The cables for both front and
rear are hidden inside the interior panels. I have an 8-port cigarette lighter splitter that has 4 usb
ports and 4 cigarette lighter ports. Both cams are plugged in here with USB cables. If you use a
USB cable instead of the charger that the cam comes with, I recommend getting high-gauge
cables. The AWG rating is what you are looking for. Most cheap cables are 28 AWG, and may
have issues powering the camera if they are longer than 10 feet. My rear camera was having
issues using a long 28 AWG cable. My front camera is mounted to the windshield with the
adhesive that came with it, to the right of the rear view mirror where the black dots are. The lens
is just below the black dots, and is barely visible from outside the car. The cable is routed to the
right in the headliner, down the A pillar behind the side airbag, then down between the far right
of the dash and the passenger door front weather seal, then tucked above the passenger
footwell, and to my charger. The A pillar plastic cover simply pops off if you pull on it at the top.
It does have catches that prevent it from coming completely off, but you can work with it like
this. It doesn't need to come off entirely. Be careful with routing the cable past the air bags,
though I doubt that the cables would really prevent the airbags from deploying properly anyway.
The rear camera is mounted to the rear glass using an adhesive mount specific to the GW1. The

factory suction mount did not offer enough down angle, and the camera pointed up slightly. The
adhesive mount offers more angle range and sits the camera closer to the glass. The cable has
some slack before it is tucked into the C pillar interior plastic so that the rear hatch can open
without tugging the cord. It is routed down between the rear passenger side door and the seat,
tucked into the weather sealing where you can't see it. It then goes under the plastic kick panels
to the front of the car where it follows the same path as the other cable above the passenger
side footwell. I highly recommend getting a dash cam! Here is a small compilati
dual radio xdm260
wattstopper occupancy sensor wiring diagram
waterproof fuse box 12v
on that I made myself using footage from my two cameras. Not all of it is filmed in a Prius.
Some of the footage is AC, some is G1W. What I'm interested about it is how would you wire
this thing into the fuse box? So far I wasn't about to find any tutorials specific to the 2nd gen
Prius about hardwiring it. Gear New Member. What media are these recording to? A memory
card? Is it possible to set them to fill the card and then rewrite over the older files first to keep a
rolling record? Robert Burgess New Member. You must log in or sign up to post here. Show
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